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S~rying the Nova Univ.ersity community
Would you be willing to volunteer to serve in the US Armed Forces in the Gulf?
Do you support President Bush's declaration of war on Iraq? 100 students said:
Nova Student
to Serve In Gulf
By Cleveland Fergu.un
III
Walter Roquett
'would have thought you
were crazy four years ago,
if you had told him he would
have been in the Naval
Reserves.
He might even have
told you where to go.
Four years ago,
Walter was into the street
scene.
He was always
fighting. He was a member
of a few gangs.
His father wanted
to change all that. So, he
made him enlist in the Naval
:Reserves.
He felt it would
make Walter, "an officer
and a gentleman."
Today, Walter
Roquett, 19 a freshman
from Caracus, Venezuela,
received a call from his
recruitment officer to
prepare to possibly go to,
war.
Walter went
through many emotional
periods when he got the call
for training.
"Friends thought I
was being very cold the
first day. Then the next
day, they saw me crying,"
he said.
-Then they said,
'Oh my God! You are
scared!,'" he continUed.
Walter now feels
confident about his forced
change in plans.
"Now, I think it's a
great honor. I'm not really
scared because Iraq doesn't
have much of a navy. They
only have gunboats and
water mines. It's not a big
deal," I,e said.
HIS family is
worried.
"They are scared."
"Most of my family
members cry while we are
'on the phone. They tell me
[not to go. They can't
~nderstand Why I'm doing
his," he recalled.
"I just tell them it's
·~omething I have to do," he
~ontinUed.
While Walter
!signed up for the reserves
By Kevin Hawkins
A few stUdents
probably won't be very
happy this semester when
tuition refunds come due.
Why not? Because Nova
University's Perkins Loan
Fund is suffering from a
five month accumulated
shortfall of roughly
$50,000.
About 30 Nova
University students of will
have had their Perkins
Loans adjusted in late
January. "Maybe 5 or 6
students will not have
enough money to pay
tuition," said Geraldine
Castora, Director of
Financial Aid.
Financial Aid
examined student cases on
a one-to-one basis to see
whose award letters could
most afford decreases in
their Perkins Loans. "No
one's ever going to be
happy and no one's
perfect, " added Castora
about the altered award
letters.
About 96% of the
affected students will be
short around $250 in
refund money.
The school is trying
to make alternative plans of
payment with students who
are unable to meet the
costs of tuition. Said
Castora, "Nova is very
sensitive to the fact thl'lt it
isn't the students TaUIt.'
The Perkins Loan
Fund receives money from
two sources. One major
annual contribution to the
fund is a government
allocation titled 'Our Fair
Share.'
The second source
of income for the Perkins
Loan Fund are the monthly
loan payments by former
loan recipients. The Perkins
Loan is a revolving fund.
This means that the money
being paid back to the
school for past loans goes
to new students who qualify
.for the loan.
Nova University's
shortfall in the Perkins
Loan Fund is a result of loan
repayment problems. Since
Perkins Loan Fund
Falls Short
second question
It;S the Allied Forces. The
Allied Forces are
comprised of twenty-eight
nations who all feel that
Saddam Hussein has
overstepped his boundaries
by attempting to [maintain
control] over Kuwait," he
said.
Linda Scherman, a
freshman concurred.
"Kuwait is entitled
to the same freedom of
governmem (hat we in
America take for granted,"
she said.
"The concept of
forced democracy is no
democracy at all," she
continued.
Continued on page 7
unofficial," states Mr.
Green.
However, if a
formal complaint is logged,
a formal letter will be sent
to Nova asking them to
comply within 30 days to
the Clean Air Act laws.
If Nova does not,
then county administrators
will be sent out to check the
area and perhaps hit Nova
with a fine.
"Usually, people
comply after the first
letter; I really haven't had
continued 011 Page 13
Gulf Crisis
feel
our
he
President for
Academic and Student
Services.
Mr. Green said that
Dr. Lewis was not there, so
he spoke to his
administrative assistant.
"I informed the
office that I had received an
anonymous inquiry and that
Nova may be breaking some
of the laws expressed in
the Clean Air Act.
"I had .rt ~iclbla
discussion, simply
reminding Nova of what the
Act stresses," said Mr.
Green.
Green stresses that
the call was not a
complaint, that Nova was
not fined, that no one came
down to Nova or does HRS
have any sort of "record"
on Nova.
"The call I made
was informal and
r::. .............. i ......... h •• Th_ "1_ •. _ .... _.:_1.. ....
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Students Speak Out About Persian
90% unwilling to volunteer to serve.
By Sandra Watson and reasons that range from
Cleveland Ferguson III "because he is the
President" to "seeing no
other way to stop Iraq form
taking over smaller
countries."
"Saddam is a
maniac and must be
stopped, " stressed Mark
Bizokas, a freshman.
"I would
privileged to join
forces in Iraq,"
continued.
Louis Badami, a
senior, stated that he
supports Bush's decision
because of the allied
support.
"It's not just Bush,
Out of one hundred
students surveyed on the
Main campus of Nova
University, 90% said that
they would not be willing to
volunteer to serve in the
US military armed forces in
the Person Gulf.
Nine percent said
they would volunteer. One
per cent was undecided.
Out of the 90% who
would not volunteer, 77%
said they do support
President Bush's'
declaration of war for
Smoking Issue Heats Up ~t Nova
By Belinda Gonzalez
An anonymous
phone call from the
Hollywood - Mailman
building was made to Human
Resource Services (HRS) a
few weeks ago concerning
smoking on the second floor
of the bUilding.
The anonymous
caller was not logging a
complaint, rather the caller
was inquiring about the
Clean Air Act and whether
Nova was perhaps breaking
some of those rules.
Martin Green of the
Environmental Health
Section in HRS received the
inquiry and proceeded to
·call Dr. Abraham Fischler,
President of Nova
University.
Mr. Green was then:
transferred to Dr. Ovid
Lewis' office (Vice
P~,. 2 The Nova Knight EDITORIALS
Letters to
the Editor
[See related editorial by
Belinda Gonzalez on page 7]
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to
respond to some of the
misconceptions displated in
Belinda Gonzalez's recent
article in the Knight (WWhen
We Don't Work in Unity, No
One Wins,w 1/29/91).
After piecing
together this disjointed
article one is left with the
impression that Ms.
Gonzalez has uncovered
disturbing WfactsWabout the
faculty's reaction to the
University recycling
program. Unfortunately
what Ms. Gonzalez presents
as facts amount to nothing
more than rumor, hearsay,
gossip and sheer distortion.
I'm surprised that the
editorial staff of the Knight
allowed such
unsubstantiated remarks to
be printed at all. Ms.
Gonzalez's feeble attempts
to document her facts are
contained in such phrases
as waccording to some
studentsWand "the faculty
members involved in this
project were very upset....
Which students? Which
faculty?
Before Ms.
Gonzalez's article went to
print she asked me my
impressions of the history
of recycling efforts on this
campus. My report to her
completely contradicted the
story that was ultimately
printed. No mention was
made of that interview or
of the information I
provided. I'm puzzled as to
what motivated Ms.
Gonzalez's distorted
portrayal of events.
continued on Page 3
everyone applies the
supposed concepts and
theories of the adversary
system, when the system
is allowed to work for all
equally, then the process
will be reformed for the
better. Just think statistics
show that you will most
likely be SUbject to an
immoral riddled system
that is used by the
aristocracy in this country
to ensure that justice will
hardly ever be served on
your behalf.
tggs rtct Hac & ChttSt Pasta Chicken Frozen Dinner H3MblJ"ger meat vegetables Chlne~ Japanese
Out of one hundred resIdent stUdents surveyed by ResIdentIal life and WNKR eIghty-two
coOk, and eIghteen do not. These are the major foods consumed by resIdentIal stUdents,
10
lawyers seek jurors who
would vote their way, a
judge is expected to be
impartial. The judge
regulates and instructs a
jury or, if it is a bench
trial, decides who won.
Unfortunately, it is
also naive to think of all
judges as impartial, for
everyone has opinions. The
moral and ethical fabric of
this country is being
overtaken by greed, and
monetary success as
number one goals in life.
Fortunately, it
seems that many judges
are on a political agenda, as
opposed to on of greed.
It is the lawyers
who need the most moral
and ethical training to clean
up the adversary process.
Because of the lack of these
necessary attributes, some
experts have had to form
under codes of ethics to
combat unscrupulous
lawyers.
For example, the
credo of the National
Society of Professional
Engineers states
Engineers shall issue pUblic
statements only in an
objective and truthful
manner. . . they shall be
truthful in professional
reports, statements, and
testimony. ... This acts as
a shield for the unprincipled
lawyers in the adversary
system. By forcing the
quality of expert testimony
to rise, lawyers cannot
manipulate and distort facts
as easily as if they were
false.
In addition, judicial
personnel are not free from
blame. Consequently, there
should be upgraded
requirements to be met
before a judge is appointed.
There needs to be less
discrimination of weaker
litigants, so that the high
powered millionaire v.
middle class person or the
corporation v. small
business does not win
because they can afford the
best liar.
When ethical and
moral judgements are
adhered to within the
adversary system, when
GraphIcs by The Nova KnIght
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Dorm Survey Shows Eating Habits
Michael Saks,
journalist for the
Technology Review, cites
the definition of an expert
witness as anyone whose
knowledge of a SUbject
extends beyond the average
person in a particular field.
He also maintains that the
adversary process foster
perjury among experts in
the event to please the
lawyers who recruit them.
It is particularly
the entrepreneurial experts
whose income is
predominantly subsidized
by lawyers that the
reformation process has to
be concerned with. These
individual practitioners are
most likely to neglect
honesty because they want
the business to keep
coming.
While there are
many solutions that may aid
the reformation process of
lawyers, juries have the
least chance to be affected
by reformation.
They started out in
medieval England as
witnesses in the community
to the facts that were in
dispute. They already had
fixed opinions in the case,
which made it quite
fruitless for a lawyer to
change a juror's mind, by
most tactics. Although
jurors do not start out as
witnesses to the cases, it
remains the same today.
How can one expect
another to be impartial with
oiased media news reports
and sensationalistic
newspapers distorting the
happenings within a case?
How can one expect
another not to pay attention
to such sources of
information, when the
majority of citizens in the
United States believe the
National EnQuirer is a
reputable source of
information?
It is virtually
impossible to have an
impartial jury. Those who
expect it, are naive.
While a lawyer is
expected to be partial, and
during the voir dire
Needs Major Reform
witness.
Editor's note: Because of
layout errors in the
January 29th issue of The
Nova Knight, the editorials:
Society Still Suffering
From World View and rl.b§.n •
We Don't Work in Unity, No
one Wins, were disjointed
and unclear. When W e
Don't No Doe Wios is being
reprinted in this issue and
appears on page 7. We
apologize for any
misunderstandings caused
by these errors.
The Nova Knight
reserves the right to
alter any letters or
copy recleved. This
practlc~ Is enforced In
order ~o preserve the
journalistic Integrity
of the publication.
Editor-in-Chief
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News Editor
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Stuart Nagel once
said, wTheoretically, the
American adversary
system presumes that the
prosecution and the defense
will argue their sides so
that an impartial jUdge [or
jury] can conclude the truth
somewhere between the
adverse position."
However, our
present adversary system
has been tainted by
immoral, unethical, and
greedy players within the
system.
Because of this
fundamental truth, the
concept upon which the
system is based, seems to
have been theorized by·
utopian oriented
philosophers. Over time,
some judges become
extremely partial. Some
jurists will always be
biased by personal beliefs.
The concept of an
"impartial jury" is wishful
thinking. Many lawyers use
the cross examination
process to manipulate
witnesses in order to win
the case; not to find the
truths within the case.
The perversion of
the system has led some
prominent lawyers such as
George Bernard Shaw to
explain the theory of the,
all.
Statistics for the
American Demographics
Journal show that every
America will visit the
adversary system at least
once: to serve on jury,
working in the court
system, being a witness or
participating in civil or
criminal litigation.
lfhe average
person's perception of the
law is concrete. Many
people feel that if they ever
have a problem with
another, then they will be
able to rectify it in the
courts. The courts will
uphold justice, by seeking
the truth?
How accurate is
this shared misconception?
It's not accurate at
Editorial: Adversary System
9y Cleveland Ferguson adversary system as, Wif
III you set two liars to
exposing each other,
eventually the truth will
come out.W
If the adversary
system is to be reformed,
then it needs to be
examined in three
significant areas: lawyers,
judges and jury selection.
The largest
problem-causing area is the
lawyers. Many of their
cases center on not all that
is known, but avoids those
truths that hurt their
cases.
Anne Strick, author
of the book Injustice For
all: How Our Adversary
System of Lay Victimizes
Us and Subverts Justice,
says that W[Lawyers] must
attack and counter attack
[the opposition], discover
and avoid discovery [in
order to win the case]."
Consequently, the main
concern is to win the case
at any cost of their moral
or ethical fabric.
One of the major
areas in which this is
evident lies within the
cross examination process.
Some have called this
process the Wgreatest legal
engine ever invented for
the discovery of truth"
Theoretically, it exposes
evidence hidden or un[der]
developed during direct
examination. Tactical goals
include obtaining helpful
testimony, discrediting
harmful testimony and
making witnesses look
incompetent.
More importantly, the
cross examination process
is used to discredit and
confuse honest witnesses.
A lawyer should not
be professionally permitted
to destroy the character of
an innocent witness through
cross-examination. But the
American adversary
system allows it.
The next abusive
tactic is that many lawyers
continue to prove their
cases by demolishing the
effectiveness of a key
witness with the
manipulation of the expert
•._ ._ _ " " "' 1" 4 , " - -, ;., _ .. '''.'.
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"When We Don't Work in Unity, No one Wins."
was shocked to read: ·the
faculty was infuriated at
this memo [written by two
stUdents] and demanded
that the project be turned
over to them. Issues of
responsibilty, liabilities,
control, authority and
recognition (·who gets
credit·) were the focus of
the faculty meeting in
which the students were
confronted.· (The article
failed to note that ·the
students· consisted of two
students.) This is a total
distortion and
misrepresentation of what
occured. I request Ms.
Gonzalez and/or the .ti2x.a
Knight to offer the evidence
from others who attended
the meeting that confirm
the article's claims.
The danger of this
article is that it presents
an editorial position as
objective news. Moreover,
it violates the fundamental
canons of journalistic
standards and throws doubt
on any piece presented as .
objective news in the t:!.Q.n
KD.i.Q.b1. However, the real
damage is to the movement
begun by those who are
sincerely interested in
working to protect the
environment and create an
effective and efficient
recycling program on
campus.
This is not the place
to analyze piecemeal other
elements of this article.
Nevertheless, . I do want
students, staftand faCulty
to know that to my
knowledge there has Mm
been anx. attempt gr WiJll
of faculty to gain control or
·get credit· (this is truely
an outrageous charge) for
this program.
The University has
committed itself to a
recycling and
environmental program. It
is a program where all
members of the University
community work as equals.
Those who seek self-
aggrandizement and a
position of power will only
disrupt the work. Those
who wish to insert political
agendas into this important
process should consider the
results of such subversive
actiVity. I believe we all
agree that: ·When We Don't
Work in Unity, No One
Wins.·
article to be·some of the
students involved" and
·some faculty and
administrators,· though,
curiously, no names are
offered.
It is correct, that
some time ago a number of
administrators, faculty and
staff (myself included)
attempted to begin a
recycling and
environmental group on
campus. This was not an
easy task, since the goal
was 12. Include students,
staff and faculty across the
University. We held the
belief (and still do) that the
crisis of our environment
transcends [the] issue of
control, ownership and
credit. I attended the
meeting mentioned in the
article though I was never
asked to give my views on
what prompted that
meeting, or what was
unanimously agreed on. I
the Social Sciences and
System Studies Center,
the Oceanography Center,
Sonken High School, the
Family Center and Nova
College.
The committee
agreed that its desired aims
were to. both set up a
comprehensive recycling
program (plastic, paper,
aluminum), and also raise
environmental awareness
throughout the Nova
community. Other aims
included a larger student
representation on the
committee (only two or
three students were in
attendance), and ensuring
that each center will be
sufficiently represented on
the committee.
Again, I apologize
for the layout error that
led to the mistaking of Ms.
Gonzalez's editorial as a
news article. However, as
to the content of her
editorial, as an editorial, I
fUlly support her right. to
speak her mind, however
distorted the facts she
mentions may be.
HopefUlly, as has happened
in this case, the Nova
.community will bring to the
attention of the Nova Knight
any misinformation that
may appear inadvertently
in the publication.
To The Editor:
The recent article
by Belinda Gonzalez, ·When
We Don't Work in Unity, No
one Wins· (.ti2Y..a. Knight,
Vol. 1 Issue VII, p.3) is both
disconcerting and
dangerous. The article,
which purports to be an
objective news report,
portrays the history of the
recycling efforts at Nova
within the context of a
battle of control between
innocent, selfless students
and rapacious, self-serving
faculty. Ms. Gonzalez
claims her sources for this
their actions. I can,
however, understand how
Ms. Cerra and Ms. Murphy
may have interpreted the
meeting as such.
At the meeting, a
unanimous decision was
reached regarding the
structure of the
University-wide recycling
program. Ed Pattison
passed the proposal on to
Ovid Lewis who in turn
presented it to the
University's Academic
Council (composed of all
academic Deans and some
Vice-Presidents of Nova
academic centers).
The proposal was
accepted and. led to the
foundation of a University-
wide committee that would
steer all Nova
environmental awareness
raising efforts, and help
structure . a strong
recycling program. The
Director of each Nova
center is to choo~e two
people from his or her"
center to represent it on
the council. According to Ed
Pattison, one of these
representatives must, if at
all possible, be a student.
The other representative
can be either a faculty or
staff member from the
center.
This committee, the
name of which I have yet to
discover, held its first
meeting on January 31st in
Sonken High School's
conference room. Center
representatives were
present from the Law
School, the Center for
Advancement of Education,
the School of Psychology,
In short, in my
involvement with efforts to
organize a recycling
program on campus I have
encountered no faculty or
administrator who was at
all ·upset· with student
efforts or who in any way
tried to halt any projects. I
have encountered nothing
but support and
encouragement from all
quarters. If anything,
faculty and administration
has been calling for exactly
what Ms. Gonzalez
suggests, working in unity.
Ben Mulvey
Department of Liberal Arts
Nova College). At this
meeting, Dean DeTurk urged
it was not an appropriate
time for the college to
attempt any concerted
recycling efforts as a
University-wide program
was being coordinated.
Some time after
this meeting, no one has
been able to provide an
exact date, a memo
regarding a Student Body
recycling effort began
circulating throughout Nova
College. This memo
appeared with the Nova
University letterhead atop
it, and was attributed to
Tina Cerra ana Yvonne
Murphy.
Both staff and
faculty members of Nova
College were concerned by
this memo. Hadn't they
earlier agreed to forestall
any concerted recycling
efforts so the entire Nova
University community could
act in accord? If so, who
were the people responsible
for the memo in question?
A meeting with Ms. Cerra
and Ms. Murphy was
arranged with the aid of Ed
Pattison.
At the faculty
meeting, at which Ms.
Gonzalez claims ·the
students were confronted,·
were Stuart Horn, Ed
Pattison, Ben Mulvey, Doug
Flemons and John Malouff.
There may have. been more
present at the meeting than
those mentioned here.
The faculty
members with whom I have
spoken claim that there was
no intent to berate or
browbeat the students for
(;antlnued from page 2)· I I
Ms. Gonzalez also
provides false information
when she says that on this
campus ·no education of an
overall ecological
awareness is being offered.
(Except the Liberal Studies
Circle 'Nature's Planet.).·
As many of the hundreds of
students who have taken
Ms. D'Alessio's
environmental studies
course will attest, there
are more educational
opportunities here
concerning environmental
awareness than Ms.
Gonzalez would have us to
,believe.
Editorial Response to:
By Kevin Hawkins
Since the
publication of the Nova
-Knight, Vol. 1 Issue VII, I
have received two verbal
and written complaints that
the editorial ·When We
Don't Work in Unity, No one
Wins· is, in the least,
inaccurate. I apologize,
initially, for the blatant
layout error that led to the
mistaking of Ms. Gonzalez's
editorial as a news article.
Amid the discussions that
have ensued in the wake of
this piece, I resolved to
discover the facts
surrounding the 'recycling
issue' for myself, as those
in Ms. Gonzalez's editorial
seemed highly in question.
The information for
this editorial/reply was
garnered from interviews
with Ben Mulvey,
Instructor in the Liberal
Arts Dept.; Stuart Horn,
Dir. of the Liberal Arts
Dept.; Ed Pattison, Dir. of
Physical Plant and Beverly
Rhodes, College Bursar. I
find it regretful that I was
unable to contact either
Tina Cerra or Yvonne
Murphy before this paper
went to print.
As well as I can
understand, with the
information I have
gathered,. a University-
wide joint ecological
awareness and recycling
program was first proposed
in September of 1990.
The idea for a
recycling program was
brought up at a meeting of
the College Administrative
Council (composed of the
Directors of academic and
administrative centers at
..,
)~.\~.:-~
Nova Students Answer
the Call to Duty
The following Nova
students have been called to
active military service.
Rick Dlaz, PSP student,
service unknown; Ph \I
Cutrone, Career Student,
Marines; Joe Leone,
Career Student, Army;
Clarence Hankerson,
BPM student, Army.
The Nova Knight
wishes them all a safe,
swift return.
Stuart Horn
Dir. of Liberal Arts
~~;';~~' .~ ..,.*
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Nova College will be
expanding its FIE L D
STUDY PROGRAM IN
MEXICO for 1991. The
program will still provide
everything it did in the
past: thousands of miles of
travel through Mexico,
Belize, and Guatemala,
intensive language study,
residence with Mexican
families, and the adventure
of your life. Now the
program has been expanded
to include a three credit
hour Preparation tor
Flied Study course In
March (LAC 485).
Because the program has
been expanded, you will
have to make your decision
earlier this year.
If you do not enroll
in LAC 485 (the ·prep·
i
** SPECIAL NOTICE **
NOVA COLLEGE FIELD STUDY IN MEXICO
HAS THREE (3) NEW OPENINGS!!!
It's not too late to experience the most
comprehensive and unique study
abroad program anywhere. Ask about
it.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR ASSISTANCE, PLEASE
CALL OR CONTACT: DR. BARBARA BRODMAN, PARKER
352, (305)- 475-7001.
IN THE 1990'S, THE GRADUATE WHO DEMONSTRATES
INTERNATIONAL COMPETENCE WILL HAVE A
PROFESSIONAL EDGE. GET THAT EDGE AND HAVE THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE.
FINANCIAL AID IS AVAILABLE.
~
class) in March, you will
not be able to go. Minimum
and maximum enrollment
limits will be strictly
adhered to this year; so, if
you want to go, encourage
your friends to come too. . .
but don't wait too long.
The Field Study is
fully applicable toward the
Certificate in Latin
American & Caribbean
Studies and in many cases,
toward your major.
If you are
interested in the Field
Study and would like to be
notified of future events,
please drop off or send
your name, phone number,
and the program you're
interested in to Dr. Barbara
Brodman, Parker 352,
(305)-475-7001.
. .
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OPEN LUNCH~ DINNER
DQ,il,HQ,PP1 Hours - q,ster~ Liquor
60 1 S. University pr.
Suite I-tO 1
Plantation, Fl. 33324
474-3333
In the Fountain Shoppes
next to Lionel Playworld
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Belated Thank Yous
The Psychology Club would Mary Anne Rutherford for
like to thank Erin banging on doors to collect
Christensen who did a monetary donations and
majority of the shopping Robert Knapp for playing
for the Nova Christmas Santa Claus. All of you
Party; Whittelsey Wood made the night especially
Products who donated the bright and merry for all the
money to the Toy Drive; children.
Oceanographic Center
Student Association
o
o
Seminars are held every
Friday at 3:30 pm in the
Rfchardson Library'.
Professors from
surrounding schools as well
as professionals from
different companies are
there to answer your
questions and enlighten you
on such matters as;
Marine Science,
Marine Biology,
Fisheries and Physical
Oceanography. If you
are in· need of further
information, please contact
Gail Stone at 920-1909.
Make sure you don't
miss out on any of Hillel's
events. Feb. 12th is a Rap
Se..lon about 'Sex and
College Life.· It will be
held in the Rosenthal Bldg.
in room #201 at 7:30 pm.
Sunday, Feb. 17th
is a leadership cabinet
meeting. We will be
planning events coming up.
If you are not on the
leadership cabinet and want
to be, please show up. The
meeting will be held at
Rosenthal room #201 at
7:30 pm.
Movie night and
build your own sundae
on Tuesday, Feb. 19th.
Meet at room #201 in the
. Rosenthal Bldg.
Thursday, Feb.
28th, come and celebrate
Purim and bake
humentashin (cookies). We
will be baking in Dorm A,
room 303 at 7:30 pm.
"
f
..
Feb. 22 PAD Tog a
Party, Masters Gym,
9pm-1am.
Feb. 18th, 20th, 21st
Alpha Chi Quiz Bowl,
7pm-8pm. Mailman
Building, 1st floor.
Nova clubs will be engaging
in a variety of activities
this coming month and the
next. Their theme is to
have as many learning and
fun activities to serve the
interest of the Nova
community. The following
is a list of UPCOMING
EVENTS.
Feb. 6 Picnic at Parker
Bldg.··Free Food; Music by
WNKR; Cast your vote for
Professor of the Year.
From 11-2.
Feb. 15 NUBSA African
Garb Fashion Show and
Multicultural Luncheon
11 am·2pm, Rosenthal
Student Center.
o
*** FINANCIAL AID ***
SCHOLARSHIP COMPATABILITY SERVICES Provides Individual Computerized
Matching Of Unused Financial Aid Offered Through Private Sources.
Guaranteed Results Or $30.00 Search Fee Refunded.
i' FOR A FREE APPLICATION AND MORE INFORMATION CALL:
1-800-USA-1221 EXT.1543
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THE JEWISH
STUDENT
YOUTH
ORGANIZATION
IS SPONSORING A
~
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
ON MARCH 3RD AT FAU
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Formerly
SHOWTIME PIZZA
Now
WE
DELIVER
Pi2Zl
Subs
Salads
Pasta
DIshes
Frozen
Yogurt I /we_~y 37=1
Save Wi1h Tbese Co1llJCD FREED~~------------~._------------IStudent Special I 1WO for ONE
I X-Larp .," CIIeeIe PIlla , 2 - 10" Small Pizzas! Only$6.00+1U ! w/llbpping each
, Toppinp only $1.25 I Only $7.95+1U
, VIIid willi caupoa only I VIIId wida caupoa..,
I . , Expi res 2128/91
IIIUL dO 10 P.IIL Exp2128 1911 Add'lilea" CCMD badIpizaa~-_._---------~._------------
Delivering With Pride - 7 Days A Wee~
"FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED SINCE 1987"
DEUylllXIIQUIII ]'AQ:OIlI'
Mon.-Thur. 11 am-10 pm 2853 S. University Dr
Fri. & sat. 11 am-11 pm Davie. FL 33328
Sunday 2 pm-10 pm
(In Umited Areas • $7.00 Minimum)
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice
BE THERE! MAILMAN BLG. 71
SPONSORED RY ALPHA CHI
/'
THE (JEAN'S CUP WILL BE
A'AIARDED FEB. 21 1\T THE
11"""'11 COLLEGE nUlz BOWL!
Come
cheer the In the
teams on ! Mailman-
Feb. 18, 20, . Hollywood
21st at 7PM ",,::~ TV studi
,I)
FREE LEIS, WILL
BE GIVEN OUT
"-
SUNDAY
FEB. 17th
la:OO - a:oo
~ fL _ ::::!'21-e~:?,=z::::=:::::::......~ I
SEHIND SUILD C
,
\)
t
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"Resume Writing Workshop"
in Rosenthal Building, 205
Tuesday - February 12th, 1991
from 3:00pm - 4:00pm
Please call (305) 475-7504
to sign up for workshop.
&
"Interview Techniques
Workshop"
Thursday - February 21st, 1991
from 4:00pm - 5:00pm
again, please call above
number to sign up.
.-. aSA •.:1~ ··RESIDENT STUDENT· .. ,
ASSOCIATION \11
IS HAVING A I
HAWAIIAN STYLE ~
n ~
I
I
I~ , IW611'-':4;~ I
,',
..".
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Debbie Puzzo, the
International Veteran's
Advisor is haVing a baby.
Congratulations Debbie!
Teri Castora, a
Computer Operator, is
getting married on March
17,1991. Congratulations
~~ -~!I
REGISTRAR
by Elizabeth
Remponeau
NOVA UNIVERSITY
PROMOTES MULTI.
CULTURE THROUGH
COOKBOOK
By Elizabeth
Remponeau
English Whoopee
Pies! Party Chicken!
Cowboy's Chicken Paprikasl
Where can you get
the recipes for these
dishes?
The Multi-Cultural
Awareness Council
(MCAC), of Nova
University has put a
cookbook together as a
project that will help their
goal.
The Multi Cultural
Awareness Council was
founded in November 1989.
Its goal is to help
promote understanding of
each culture represented in
the University community
and to develop better
relations among staff and
students.
The MCAC decided
that it needed a project that
would promote multi-
cultural awareness.
Carol Ann
Thompson, a member of the
MCAC and Operations
Manager of Nova College,
Davie Campus, came up
with the idea in February
1990.
She noticed that
everyone at Nova loves to
eat and that Nova functions
with food involved are
always successful.
The Global Gourmet
is the title of the cookbook.
The cookbook is a.
symbolic representation 0
the diversity of Nova
University.
Its recipes are
from 45 different cultures
and backgrounds. It
contains 278 recipes
contributed by 144 people,
representing 34 centers
and departments of Nova
University. The
contributors are staff
members and students.
Some of them are
professors.
The Dean and the
Associate Dean of Nova
College, Dr. Phil DeTurk,
and Dr. John Pasku
respectively, contributed
recipes as well.
The MCAC has ye
to decide exactly how th
profits will be used.
"The profits will bel
used to benefit students,"'
said Ms. Thompson.
Each recipe come
with a story of where the
person got it from.
One of the recipe
called "Grammy's 'German
Corn Pudding" was kept
secret until Grammy was'
near the end of her time. Itl'
turned out that the secret
ingredients were canned'
corn and a box of Jiffy Mix.
The cost of the
cookbook is $14.95.
The cookbook can be
purchased from Carol Ann
Thompson in room 201 on
the second floor of the
Car Theft
Seminar At Nova
By Harry Stone
On January 16th,
Nova University pUblic
safety held a car theft
prevention seminar at the
Rosenthal Building. Law
enforcement, consumer and
manufacturing group
representatives were
present to talk about the
methods of car theft and
prevention.
One of the simplest
ways to steal a car is to
crack open the base of the
steering column, a task that
is accomplished with a
common screwdriver. Once
this part is broken, the car
can be started without a
key.
Accord ing to
Officer Jacques I.
DeRemer, car thefts can be
foiled by simple measures,
such as rolling up windows
and locking doors whenever
you leave your car. Other
measures that can be taken
are: kill switches (the most
effective), steel steering
column collars, and glass
etching.
The kill switch is the most
effective way to protect
against car theft, as the
thieves will abandon your
car if they have any
problems starting it. A car
thief is not Willing to
search for a kill switch if
he knows of another car of
the same type that probably
will not have this
protection. Most thieves
make lists of cars and their
locations.
"Anything you can do to
make your car less
attractive is very
effective, " according to
DeRemer.
Another method of
deterrence is glass etching
with your car's VIN
(Vehicle Identification
Number.) With this number
etched into your car's glass
a thief cannot switch the
identity of your car with a
junker, and sell it with
clear title, unless he
replaces all the windows.
Car alarms are not
as effective because they
are often not set off by
professional thefts, and
indeed are often not
activated by the owner.
The most effective way to
protect your car is to be
alert and take as may
precautions as possible.
Student
Serves
Continued from page 1
last August, he felt there
was going to be a war.
"My recruiter
thought there wasn't going
to be a war. I knew in my
gut that there was going to
be a war."
"I talked to my
recruiter the other day,
and he said that the war
won't last long. My gut
says it will."
"I hope he's right
this time."
Walter feels that
his political differences
don't stop him from
supporting President Bush's
decision to declare war on
Iraq.
"Although I am a
Democrat, I agree with
President Bush 100%. He
is the Commander in Chief.
We [as reservists] are in
no position to question him.
He researched it. He wants
to be decisive and I think
that's how war should be
fought," he stressed.
Walter has a
negative opinion of peace
protests.
"Now that the war
has started, the troops
need everyone's support.
"There is nothing
worse than being over
there [in the Persian Gulf],
and seeing a bunch of peace
protesters [on television]"
"It makes you feel
like they don't care about
you. Everyone needs to
help with moral," he
emphasized.
Walter plans to
pursue a career in the Navy
as an F-18 Hornet pilot.
Presently, Walter
is a 3rd class anti-
submarine technician.
He didn't
understand why he was
called at first.
"Iraq doesn't have
any submarines. I figure
that I'll be on an aircraft
carrier as a flagman or an
air traffic controller," he
said.
Walter will be in
training for four months.
If the war lasts
longer than four months,
the reserves can't
guarantee he won't see
combat duty.
"Hopefully I won't
see combat duty," he
concluded.
Editor's note: W a I Ie r' s
deployment has been postponed,
but can be recalled at any time.
UPDATE
Students
Speak Out
Continued from page 1
Many students
polled felt that this is a war
to maintain a balance of
power over oil rights
between those in power in
America and the Arab
nations.
"I don't believe
economic reasons should
cause people to die," stated
Paul Escuerdo, a
sophomore.
Leah Gioe, Editor
of the Nova Paladin
(yearbook) concurred.
"I don't believe in
any kind of violent acts to
solve international
problems. We are much too
advanced to bring ourselves
to this level," she stressed.
"The situation in
Kuwait is not endangering
our personal affairs. It is
not our position to interfere
in 'aggression' in the Middle
East," continued Gioe'.
"These acts 0
taking over other countries
to gain power and prestigel
is an act that has been goingl
on for thousands years.
The situation should bel
handled by the countries O'
the Middle East! Not thel
US!," Gioe' concluded.
Perkins Loan
Contlnuecl lrom page 1
July of 1990, a noticeable
amount of former students
haven't been paying back
their loans and the results
are becoming readily
apparent.
The true worry for
Financial Aid at this time is
a growing default rate. If
the school's default rate on
student loans repaid goes
over 10%, the 'Our Fair
Share' money allocated to
the school goes down.
This trend is doubly
dangerous. If both Federal
funds and students
payments dWindle, the
school will be have to
lessen the amount of
financial aid it awards.
"Nova is making
some steps this year to be
a lot stricter with our
earlier borrowers,"
remarked Castora, "If the
blame is anywhere, it is in
the responsibility to paying
back a loan to your school"
There is a small
possibility, Castora
mentioned, that in either
Mayor April the affected
students will be
reimbursed. This is
contingent upon the success
of collection efforts on
delinquent accounts.
The less money that
former students repay for
loans, the less money the
school can afford to loan
out, Castora continually
mentioned. "The pulse of
the country is getting
students to realize it is a
In"," "
Editorial:When We Don't
Work in Unity,
No one Wins
By Bennda Gonzalez
[Ed's Note: Ms. Gonzalez's
editorial When We Don't
Work in Unity, No one Wins
is being reprinted in this
issue because of layout
errors in its first
publication. Please refer to
pages 2 and 3 for reader
response to this piece.}
September 1990
marked the beginning of a
new school year for many
students here at Nova. For
some students, it marked
the beginning of a battle. I
refer to the underground
efforts by certain students
and faculty to establish a
recycling program on
campus.
Certain students
banded together and spent
the last four months trying
to get paper bins, soda
containers and recyclable
paper on campus with the
hope of establishing a
recycling program.
Numerous meetings were
held with recycling
companies, Nova Physical
Plant and other recycling
consultants. On. Nov. 19, a
memo was ~;~t to all
Nova .Employees and the
Student Body explaining
how the recycling program
was to be implemented.
However, this memo
marked the end rather than
the beginning of the
students' efforts.
According to some
of the students involved,
the faCUlty was infuriated
at this memo and demanded
that the project be turned
over to them. Issues of
responsibility, liabilities,
control, authority and
recognition ("who gets the
credit"' were the focus of
the faculty meeting in
which the students were
confronted. The students
felt that they had lost the
battle and conceded to the
faculty.
However, the
faCUlty and administrators
of Nova have their views
also. According to several
faCUlty members, the Nova
administration has been
trying for years to get
so me type of
recycling/ecological
awareness program on
campus. Just this year the
faculty have been in the
process of establishing a
committee which will
delegate duties and
services among the entire
University. The
representatives may be
faculty members or
students. It is hoped that by
involving all facets of the
Nova community in the
project, that it will be
better coordinated, well-
established and successful.
The faculty
members involved in this
___ti ... I.-..1 ft. .......... ,..,ft 1 ':l
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rolls. The price for this
meal is extremely cost-
efficient at $9.95.
Reservations are
not accepted, and neither
are most credit cards (they
only accept American
Express). Business is slow
during the week, but be
prepared to wait for a table
on Friday and Saturday
nights. Sebastiano's is
located at 7902 Pines Blvd.
(Phar-Mor Plaza),
Pembroke Pines. The phone
number is 963-1924.
Because of his
outstanding effort in
organizing the Nova student
dancers, Rob Armstrong of
WNKR, was hired by the
director to fill the position
of local promotional dance
coordinator.
If the "UNDER 18
NOT ADMITTED" pilot is
successful, our very own
Rob Armstrong and the
Nova Knight Cheerleaders
could become stars.
;~~~~:",,)"'Wb"~e'"'''';> .~. . . '.; J!:;~<~::';':""\l.' '.
:.":' ,'.. ".'
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This family-owned
restaurant is the place to
go if you want authentic
Italian cuisine at
moderately low prices. The
menu offers everything
from New York style pizza
to four-course dinners. The
atmosphere at Sebastiano's
is pleasant; the service
efficient, personal and
warm.
Personally, I
recommend the Veal
Parmesiana, served with a
side of spaghetti or ziti, a
""""'lft~'!llr e!'!lll!'::lll'l !'::Inti n:::llrli~
**FREAKS! **
By Patricia 1R0binson
The Nova Knight
Cheerleaders were a hit
onstage as they made two
special performances for
the nation to watch.
"UNDER 18 NOT ADMITIED"
is the title of a new dance
show filmed right here in
sunny Fort Lauderdale.
During the week of January
19th through the 23rd at
South Beach Park, the Nova
Knight Cheerleaders and
many Nova students took
part in getting the show off
the ground.
"UNDER 18 NOT
ADMITIED" was first aired
on the 28th of January on
WGN, Chicago. "UNDER 18
NOT ADMITTED" is being
filmed as a recreational
promotion for the Fort
Lauderdale area. The
show's promoters are
hoping to bring many more
visitors to the city, and
along with the visitors
come famous faces.
Performing on
stage for "UNDER 18 NOT
ADMITTED" were Tiffany,
Tommy Page, Gerardo, and
TKA.
Dining Out with Brian Ouellette
Sebastiano's Pizzreia and Ristorante
Dance Show Features Nova Cheerleaders.
chapter of PAD.
Music for the party
was provided by WNKR,
Nova Knight Radio. D.J.s
Rob Armstrong (The Big
Woody), Rob Brezinsky
(Bad Bob), and John Caputo
(Stomach Man) made sure
everybody kept the dance
floor warm. Students and
guests danced the night
away. Others danced until
they dropped to the floor.
One person decided
to lean against what he
thought was a wall to rest.
It was only after he hit the
floor that he realized his
mistake.
Jamie Kirkham,
owner and manager of
Masters' Gym, was very
pleased with how well the
party turned out.
Moreover, party animal
Jamie extended the party
until 2:00 A.M.
"This must have
been the best party Nova
has had," said Crazy
Jaime, a WNKR D.J.
Staff members
from the national TV
program Dance Party USA,
who were filming a new
dance show, assisted at the
event also. One of the
members added, "Nova
students know how to rock
the house."
•.. AND THEY
aOCALL ~E A
o DOOFUS!
Student Life Flyaway Party Soars
On Friday, Feb. 25,
the department of student
life held its second annual
flyaway party at the new
Masters' Gym in Davie.
The party was a
success and the turnout
was great. Close to two
hundred students attended
the event but only one was
fortunate enough to win the
grand prize: A trip to the
Bahamas.
The lucky winner
was George Carney, a
freshman from New York.
George will fly to the
beautiful Bahamas with a
guest of his choice and one
hundred dollars to spend on
suntan lotions and taxi
fares. The trip and money
are courtesy of the office
of Student Life, headed by
Brad Williams.
The second prize, a
full years membership to
Masters' Gym, was won by
Brian Ouelette, a senior
majoring in pre-law. Brian
c ~can' now pump iron at
Masters' Gym, which is
now located in Davie,
behind the U.S. postal
office.
Masters' Gym, the
new Nova 'hangl.'ut,' will
also house the second
annual Toga party. The Toga
J*!r-. II h~ted by. ~9~a's
(Reprinted from The
1B4ependent Atlantic
"THE WORLD LEADE~HAVI
ONE MJW ON SOLDIERS
Ag011l~ 10 SLAUGHTER
'hACHOTHER IN KUWAll:-
N14.1THEW ~CElfiG
~.
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Dear Dixie
racing. Locally, there are 3
tracks which trade off
during the year; Flagler,
Biscayne, and Hollywood
(currently active). Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday
offer matinee races at
12:45; otherwise there is
racing everyday at 7:15
except Sunday & Monday.
Finally, for the
creme de fa creme of pari-
mutuals in South Florida, \
submit my personal
favorite, Jai Alai. This
offers thrills and chills and,
if you can hit them, big
payouts. The game is more
difficult to understand than
simple racing, but well
worth it. There are three
locations, West Palm
Beach, Miami and Dania.
They offer matinee
performances Tuesday &
Saturday at 12:15 and
nightly performances at
7:45, except for Sunday &
Monday.
By the way, just as
a little note, there is one
other facility located in
Pompano-- Pompano Park
Harness Track. I have
included the location at the
end of this article, but I
really don't recommend it
since the payouts are really
lousy, not to mention we
were talking about exciting
pari-mutual tracks.
So there you have
it, para-mutuals around
town. If you have the means
and the time, I would highly
recommend you give them a
try since the amount you
spend is controlled by you,
and it beats the heck out of
hitting the movies or doing
that research paper.
Pari-Mutual Betting: An
Exciting Alternative to Boredom
Dania Jal Alai: 301 E. Dania Beach Blvd. 426-4430
Gulfstream Park: US1 & Hallandale Beach Blvd.
454·7000
Hollywood Greyhound Track: 831 N. Federal Hwy.
454-9400
Pompano Park Harness Track: 1800 SW 3rd. St.
972-2000
South Florida Pari-mutuels
By: lax
Like so many other
students around campus,
I'm always looking for a
new way to spend what
little money I have. Pari-
mutual betting
establishments in South
Florida offer an enjoyable
reprieve from other
mundane activities (such as
movies or mini-golf for the
millionth time) at a variable
price. So, without further
adieu, here's a brief look at
what we (college students
over 18) have to gamble on
in South Florida.
Firstly, let me
explain what pari-mutual
betting means. Let's say
you were at a craps table in
Las Vegas. No matter how
many people were betting
at the table, the return on
your bet is fixed (Le.:
betting $5 will return you
$5). Pari-mutual betting is
a variable payout schedule.
In layman's terms, this
means that what you win is
based on what is bet by
other bettors which, in
turn, sets up odds; and the
house (track) gets a cut of
the monetary pool. For
example, if you bet $2 on a
horse that has 5:1 odds,
you stand to make $10...got
it? Good, let's move on to
what's here.
Most states have
horse racing. South Florida
offers two tracks,
Gulfstream and Calder.
Right now, Gulfstream is
the active track and offers
about 15 races a day. Post
time is at 1:00 PM and they
are open all days except for
Monday.
Next there's dog
TATER TOT CASSEROLE
Press 2·3 Ibs
ground meat in bottom of a
9x13 pan. Sprinkle with 1
package onion soup. Spread
on 2 cans mushroom soup.
Cover tightly with tater
tots. Cook with foil for 1
hour and uncovered for 15
minutes at 350 degrees.
Drop off any questions for
Dixie Goodknight at The
Nova Knight office, room
206 RSC building, Attn:
News Editor.
costs and preparation time.
If you spend a couple of
hours a week cooking, you
can have food for the week-
make it and freeze portions.
Suggestions: spaghetti
sauce, casseroles,
macaroni and cheese, dried
beans, chili. Make soups
which can be a compilation
of leftovers plus
beef/chicken broth, tomato
sauce, etc. Make salads;
lettuce plus favorite new
vegetables.
Dear Ima:
Learn to cook! You
can eat cheap and nutritious
if you plan meals, shop
grocery specials and stay
away from already
prepared foods, such as
frozen dinners. Pitch in
with roommates and share
Dear Dixie,
How can a student
in the dorm afford ~
nutritious meal?
Ima Hungry
First of all, you've got your
student activities which are
geared toward the students'
entertainment and budget.
How about the beach--car
pool, catch a bus and spend
a relaxing day at the beach.
Spend 25 cents on Friday
and pick up a newspaper to
see what's goina on in the
area next week--Iots of art
shows, food fests, musical
entertainment for this time
of year. Check out the
cheap theaters. Broward
Mall Theater has' movies
for $2.00 & Pembroke
Pines III Theater on
University has $1.50
movies. Have potluck
dinners, card parties. BCC
across the street has a
planetarium. Use your
imagination!
kissing
the first
Smooch
Love,
Dixie
Down & Out
Dear D & 0:
You're in great
luck--you now reside in
South Florida and it's a
wonderful place for things
to do with or without bucks.
Dear Dixie,
I'm strapped for
money and a lot of the
entertainment costs too
much. What can I do when I
take somebody out or my
friends and I want to go
out?
Enter the "Best in the City" Cantes t
Fort Lauderdale only 4:AM Night And Concert Club
Live Music Seven Nights A Week I
Xollday: Move to the sound. of live m.usic and two
hot DJ'''s spinning todays hottest sounds.
T1I8sday: Take It To The Lilll.it on two for one Tues
day. Two for one drinks 9pm.-l1pm..
'l'et1Jaesday:Free drinks for ladies 21+Up from 9pm to
l1pm. Prize packed :balloon drop.
Tharsday: Feel The Heat Thursday Hottest girl in
the City Limits Club wins a cash ~ize
every week.
Fric1a.y: Fantastic Friday ladies night. Free drinks
for Ladies 21+Up from 9pm-llpm. Balloon
drop and complilllBntary Rose.
Batllrday: Dance Party Saturday hear the hottest sounds
in todays lII.usic Hip Hop, House, + Top 40.
Dance until 4am..
BlIJIday: Shake It Down Sunday where five fe:ma.le cus'to
lIIBrs are selected. 'to choose the Hottest look
ing male in the club.He will win a cash ~ize
Cit. li lOitS Bri nli ng Yo u The Best In live Entertai nment.
On February 28th Wall II Wall, Triple XXX, and Violent Playgirls Canaveral.
I Understand and Dragon Fly Battle ·t ou+ in the Rock War II Showcase.
City Y I_Its Opl!' . ........ 8QADUUU I;;:"N 1ft FT. tAUDEIIMl£, R.mI.
Keep.La8d~nlale Uve 4~ CaD Our Concert IJDe
...'" LiNII.. ~ For Updates~•••,'M••
Dear Smooch:
Are you a psych
major? What do you mean
by appropriate? Suitable?
Relevant? Fitting? Proper?
Kissing on a first date is
okay if not taken as a
lifetime commitment! I'm so
glad you didn't ask about
sex.
Dear Dixie,
Is
appropriate on
date?
Dear Folks,
This is your
column. If you've got a
question, gripe, problem or
concern, let me know.
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Awakening,£ Is Not Another Sleeper Movie
By: Harry Stone
Backfires could
of np~truction
Technological
cause an Eve ..,~ __ ~
By: Melisa Tebeau
Eye Qf DestructiQn
is a new film starring
GregQry Hines (I...a.J2.,
Running Scared) that
depicts a technQIQgical
advancement in military
warfare that, as in real
life, costs billions Qf
dQllars and malfunctiQns.
Eve (Renee
SQutendjik) is an
indestructible andrQid
fashioned in the likeness
and with the memQries Qf
her female designer, alsQ
played by SQutendjik.
Hines plays a CIA
operative whQ specializes
in thwarting terrQrism. His
job is to stQP the sultry Eve
before she kills everyone
whQ calls her WBitchW(she's
a sensitive android). His
task will nQt be easy since
this high tech marvel with
an attitude didn't come
equipped with an 'off'
switch.
During a training
session in San Francisco,
Eve malfunctions after
being shQt in a bank rQbbery
and goes on a rampage using
her creatQr's memories as
inspiration. These
inspirations range frQm
teenage sex fantasies to the
murder of her mother via
her father.
On a higher level,
the film illustrates, at
times, the fear of
technolQgy and the human
need to control it. The film
also tries to send a
message concerning the
uncontrolable use of
military funds on
malfunctioning hi-tech
weapons.
All in all, Eve of
Destruction will please
moviegoers who enjoy
wseek and destroyW films
with excessive violence,
and revenge carried out by
an expensive android. This
film will also appeal to any
woman who has ever been
called WbitchWand wanted to
do something about it. On
the down side, however,
the film does leave the
audience yearnil1g for
Gregory Hines to break into
a spQntaneous tap dance
routine.
Often in the
movies, we see one picture
copying the aspects fQund in
another. Dismissing
Awakenings as such a
movie does not do it
justice.
The movie is set in
the 1960's when Robin
Williams' character takes a
job at a mental hospital.
Though he has only worked
the lab doing research, he
takes the transition well,
and this change offers
Williams plenty of
opportunity to use his
unique personality and
character.
Until just before
the middle of the film, we
see that the doctor is
puzzled by a number of the
patients who are catatonic
and seam to have lost their
will (these parts are filled
by actors who put in
excellent performances as
furniture).
It is upQn these
patients that the doctor
tries out a medicine that
was intended for treatmer.t
of an entirely oifttHent
disorder. The key to this
picture, however, is Robert
DeNiro. His portrayal of the
first patient to benefit from
the new drug far surpasses
Dustin Hoffman's role in
Rajnman. DeNico is utterly
convincing as both a log and
a thinking, feeling wnQrmalw
person.
Through this
metamorphosis, DeNiro
finds himself in a world
totally divorced from his
previous experience, and
attempts to cope with the
changes in the world around
him..
In my jUdgement,
this film is excellent as it
touches on many issues
such as persQnal
independence, the definition
of freedom and intelligence,
and courage.
The acting is of the
type that rarely makes its
way into a popular film and
suffers no lessening in the
course of the film. This is a
film to see with someone
you can open yourself up to
and even cry with.
[iJ
Greencard Is Romance At Its Best
By: T.]. Plaisted
• GLORIA ESTEFAN AND MIAMI SOUND MA·
CHINE - 8 p.m. March 1-2, 8-7 at Miatni Arena,
7~"NW 1st Ave. Tickets $26. Call Tlcketmaster,
523-3309 (Broward), 358-5885 (D.)..
• TOYOTA GRAND PRIX OF PALM BEACH -
March 1-3 at South Florida Fairgrounds, 9067
Southern Blvd. (west of Turnpike), west Palm
Beach. Tickets $15-50. Call TJcketmaster, 523-
3309 (Broward), 358-5885 (Dade).
• VANILLA ICE - With Information Society, 21n
A Room. 8 p.m. March 2 at Miami's Knight center,
400 SE 2nd Ave. Tickets $19.50. Also, 7:30 p.m.
March 3 at West Palm Beach Auditorium, 1810
Palm Beach Lakes Blvd. Tickets $18.50. Call Tlck-
etmaster, 523-3309 (Broward), 358-5885 (Dade).
• EIGHTH ANNUAL scomIH FESTIVAL AND
GAMES - Featuring the Strathclyde Police Pipe
Band. 9 a.m.-5 p.m. March 2 at Crandon Garden,
4000 Crandon Blvd., MiamI. Tickets $4 advance,
$5 at the gate. Call 841-3737 (Palm Beach), 778-
5675 (Broward), 757-6730 (Dade).
• PLACIDO DOMINGO - 7:30 p.m. March 3 at
Miami Arena, 721 NW 1st Ave. Tickets $28.50-
$100. Ca/lTIGketIJ\8$/'. 523-~qrVNard), 358-
~ad'e).
• VIRGINIA SUMS OF FLORIDA TENNIS - With
Natalia Zvereva; JudlthWle8ner,laura GIIdemeIe-
ter and GIgI Fernandez. March 4-10 at The Polo
Club, BocaRatoa.T~A~etm88-~:k::r~~32-"" . ).WeekIy
• ANDy........·~~ ".m;Min:h 7at FIQrIda
Atlantic University Auditorium, Glades Rd., Boca
Raton: TIckets $26, $30. Call Tlcketmaater, 523-
3309~BroWard1. 358.6885 (D8<le).
(Reprinted from Tbe
V.rentin
WOMEN SEEKING
GAWE'slWIJ
• GALLAGHER ..... 1l~,:,.::l5':10 at SUnrise
Musical Theatre, 5555 NW 95th"AW.-'TICkets $19
pius service. charge. Call Tlcketmaster, 523-3309
(Broward), 358-5885 (Gade)
• SKAnNG 11-With Brian Boitano and Katarlna
Witt. Rescheduled for 7:30 p.m. Feb. 19 at Miami
Arena;721 NW 1stAve.:J1ckets $35. Tickets from
Nov. 25 date will be honored. Call Tlcketmaster,
523-3389 (Browardl. 3*5885 (Dade)
• COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA - Carmen Brad-
ford, vocalist; Frank FoSter, conductor. 8p.m. Feb.
21 at Coral Springs C~ eceitter, 2855 Coral
Springs Dr. Tickets $14:-518: CaJI344-5990.
• DAVID RtiIIiiOER...,;. W1tblsl~d Band. 8 p.m.
Feb. 22ielil·11IIliC~,.1(l(Q Lincoln
Rd., MIami Be8ctl.'T~CiIIl1C'ketmaster,
523-3309 (Broward), 35&.5885 (Dade). .
• KENNY RANKIN -8~J1:30 p.m. Feb. 23 at
Musicians Exchange, 729 W,SlIllrlllll BlVd., Fort
Lauderdale. Tickets $14, $19.·CalJ 764-'1912
(Broward), 944-2627 (Dade) or Tlcketmaster, 523-
3309 (Broward), 358-588S (Dade).
• SLAYER...,;. With Testament and Sepultura. 8
p.m. Feb. 23-24 at Cameo Theatre, 144S Washing-
ton Ave., Miami I!eaoh. Tickets $20. Call Tlcket-
master, 523·3309{~~5 (Dade).
• MOMIXDANCI COMPANY ~'P:nl. Feb, 23 at
Coral Springs City Center, 2865 Coral Springs Dr.
Tickets $12-$16. Gall 344-5990.
• PHANTOM OF THE OPERA - Feb. 26-May 18
at Broward Center for the Performing Arts, 201 SW
5th Ave., Fort Lauderdale. Tickets $35-$55. Call
Ticketmaster, 523-3309 (Browar~, 358-5885
(Dade).
• STING - With Blonde. 8p.m. Feb. 27 at Miami
,Arena, 721 NW tst Ave. Tickets $22.50. Call Tlck-
WARNING:
your husband has tattoos on
his arms or what kind of
facial cream your wife
prefers-- deep and
meaningful qiJestion$ such
as that.
The mcvi£; Il~s s~me
heartwarming humor !n it,
but the plot is somewhat
cliche. As one would expect
in a movie like this, the
couple stai·t out disliking
each other but, of CQurse,
fall in love IiI<Ei so many
leading characters have
done in the dozens of love
stQry movies before
Greencard; in Hollywood,
all things are possible.
I WQuid recommend
this movie for the romantic
person, but if a movie with
action and deep meaning is
more your tast&, then
.Q.reencard is not for you.
Personally, I liked this film
because I am one of those
romantics who enjoys
cliche endings.
foljet o-'ooJfihe
Co-\ones 11'1 ""
c\r.ocoloJe.
('nip ..
~f(o.f~eri-l----\l"-r'HI\_----:;
foods afe reo.l,~
c\eved~ d;5qVI5ed
p,1",snk o..\i~,; l6dfb:.~J\lie-fo,l'Y\,) '. 1"- _
. -- -- 1._ 4 .-p-w_.
The film,
Greencard, is a touching
comedy about two people
who marry out of need
rather than love. The
leading man, George,
marries Bronte so that he
can get a greencard and
become a US citizen. On the
other hand, Bronte wants to
fool her future landlords
into believing she is
married SQ that she can
rent an apartment with a
solarium, since the
landlords are looking for a
married couple.
The trouble begins
when immigration comes
around and feels that the
marriage needs further
investigation, so they
arrange a heavy question
and answer sessiQn for
George & Bronte. These
questions are, what
immigratiQn officials feel,
things that every married
couple should know about
.J1l;f~5:5'..f;:~j~·t [,~~:fl./}
':7'(-:'~-:()("·~,,,}t (~(;:'3~t}.'3'(J~ .//
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Open your 1991
Holiday $avings Account Now at
1st Nationwide Bank of Davie located at
4677 S. University Dr. (305) 434-8400.
Your 1st Natiowide Bank Holiday Account
earns interest at the passbook savings rate
and compounds daily! You have a choice of 4 clubs:
$5, $10, $20, &$50 Clubs. Your total club balance
plus earned interest will be mailed in check
form to you after November 15, 1991, but before
December 1, 1991. So don't delay - Santa's watching.
Come by today and 'get a jump on the Holidays!
• 1STNATIONWIDE BANK
AFEOERAL SAVINGS BANK
"," .._-
.....
The Nova Knight
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PERSONALS
THE NOVA KNIGHT accepts
personals at Room 206 in
the Rosenthal Bldg. Keep
your eyes open for a
mailbox coming to Parker
Bldg. soon!!! For a limited
all .l"ubmissi~ns_ ~~Jreel
CLASSIFIEDS/POETRY
CLasS1,fteas
EMPLOYMENT
CHAZMAN DEVIL: You still
haven't shown me your
letter of Acceptance to
Denver Law School!! HAPPY
VAlENTINES DAY--WUVU!
Bewinda
N;;i-i-t;-~;;h'-------- THUMBS UPI Thumbs downl
Sell designer T-shirts, Jax is no clownl
fantastic income opportunityl BELlNDA·- FLASH from the
For details Sflnd $1 & S.A.S.E. past -- Bonita Bananal
to K.E.C. 17531 No. W. 2nd Ave. You're one of the most
#212. Miami F~.!..d.!_~~~~.__ inquisitive, most intelligent
L~P;;;--Pi;za Deliver) brunettes on the face of the
dr iverneeded, exce IIen t No~v~a~U~n=:.:iv:.:::e::..::rse:=.:..1 -::-
earning opportunities. Call Rick' BOOTLlP--ARE you really
_ot Georgia at 370-078~. . dating the Trixter's pe~~
$6/hr+ Work at home In Conca__
your spare time. Easy fun DEMAND PEACE in the
work. Call Jerry at 566. Middle East.
6188, 10-5 Ben Mulvey
____________________. RENE LATHAN has to be the
Par t ~ tim e den t a I. greatest thing to grace the
receptionist .Great location, Financial Aid office since
light typing and phone the installation of Karen
answering. Call Dr. Bims at Smith I Thanks for going
Ei80-2237. beyond !he call ()f duty.
PERSONALS GEORGE--YOUR lucky Giants
. - - ,.. " ". football team sucks WNKR.
Hair by Evelyn: Curls Rick, Milton, Sue, Lisa,
(wave nouveau/leisure) Perms.' Rob B., Rochelle, Michelle,
Liscenced cosmetologist since Chuck Kim and Kevin
1979. Call Evelyn Jordan at '
---------733-4044. THE NOVA KNIGHT is now
------------------- accepting public notices
NOVA OCEANOGRAPHY from all Nova. University
CENTER invites you to Happy Offices. Notices will be
Hour every Friday evening accepted at Room 206 in
from 5pm. to 8pm. Featuring the Rosenthal Bldg. Please
sand volleyball, imported beer, see below for a list of ad
and ~oftdrinks. deadlines and Knight
ERROL- THANK you for distribution dates.
your input.
1/1 ROOM FOR RENT IN
townhouse, $320. 3/2
townhouse with loft, $875.
Both come with pool and tennis.
courts. Located in Pembroke
Pines Lakes. Call Angelita at
653-8400.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 bedroom 2 bath end unit villa,
1700 sq. ft., cathedral ceilings,
oversized screened patio with
jacuzzi, alarm system, fans in
every room. By pool and
playground $88,000. George
473-4967.
Close to school-'
prlvledge plus Washer and
Dryer. Community pool and
Tennis Courts $300 a month.
Call 475-8776, ask for Marge
or Ida.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Magnificent 4 bedroom 2 bath
villa with over 2200 sq. ft.
high cathedral ceilings, end
unit, split bedroom plan, fans
throughout, overlooking pool
and tennis courts $98,500.
Marlene Days 572-6567 Eve.
473-0707
ROOMS FOR RENT
EMPLOYMENT
Cruise Ship Jobs I'
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ITOUR GUIDES, RECREATION PERSONNEl.,
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico.
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
1-206-736-?OOO. Ext.c1224
-----~~~~~~~-------
WORD PROCESSING
Tape Transcription, Laser
Printer, FAX. FAST EFFICIENT
SERVICE. CALL: (305) 742-
8123.
Typing By Edithe
Expert professional typing.
Shorthand, letters, contracts,
legal, dictaphone, researc~'
papers, term papers, theses•.
resumes, reports, editing,
manuscripts, and proofreading
fL~El ot ~arge. Call 456-0986.
--------------------COMPUTER TYPING $1
each page research and editing
24 hours and additional
services at reasonable rates.
Dr. Ceil Lipschitz, Ph.D. 424-
9015.
--------------------PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
ALL TYPING WELCOME,
INCLUDING Theses, Resumes,
and Term Papers. Fast,
accurate, reliable, and
reasonable. W.P. Laser
Printer, notary, Boca Raton
Call Marianne (407) 368-0847.
Typlng/ Word Processing
T e r m Papers, Resumes,
Disertations, Manuscripts,
Familiar with APA and MLA
formats. Only five minutes
from Nova. Call Melodee 791.-
2298.
-------------------TERM PAPERS E.T.C.
Double Spaced 1 to 10 pgs.
$1.75 per pg. 10 pgs. & up
$1.50 per pg. Call Sarah al
370-9035.
. TypING SERVICESIm'f' SERVICES
Page 12
--------------------
"THE TOUCH OF A KEY"
Typing service-low rates
-quality-quick response
Linda Marie (305) 749-8350.
Howard Word Processing
Low prices, laser printer,
practicums, resumes, term
papers etc. and fast service.
Call Susan 721-5589 .
-~------------------Word Processing Service.
Experienced in graduate level
work. Close to school. $2.00
per page; $2.25 with footnotes.
~~~t£~.!!~~.t~~l:~~~:...---­
Writer's Helper (Ph.D.)
Educational Psychology).
Thesis/dissertation specialist-
writer, editor, teaches- guides
you throughout entire process:
idea development through final
E~~:..._1!~lJl~~1~~---­
Typing - Typing - Typing
"I will do all your typing needs"
Papers MLA & APA styles,
resumes, correspondence,
cassettte transcriptions. Call
M!t~~1~2~~Q~~ _
Word Processing
Specialist
Services Include: term papers,
resumes, cassette transcripts,
proffessional laser printing,
and editing/proofreading/spell
£~~~_.P~!!.!r~_~L~~~~~3:
"Words Galore"-
Professional Word
ProcesS\ing; free pick-
up/delivery available; serving
Weston, Davie, Sunrise, &
vicinity. Call: 389-5013.
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
The Nova Knight Deadline Schedyle
"Copy will be due for the regular issue,' March 26th,
and the Spring Break issue, April 4th.
April 23
March 12
March 26
April 4
paper Dye Out
April 8
March 11"
February 25
CQPY Deadline
LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKSI
The Nova Knight accepts letters to the editor,
articles, critiques and classifieds at the Rosenthal Bldg.
in room 206. Please observe these deadlines if you
wish to submit something to the paper for a particular
date.
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "SkiTeam" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeb. That's right-
20pounds in 14 days! The basis ofthediet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. SkiTeam. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" -no starvation
- because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is ear;y to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly. a fantastically successful diet If it weren't. the U.S.
Women's Ski Tear:! ·pc".!lcL~tt ~ pe!'!:"ittcc to u!::c :~~ !o!.:;~~'! :::-7 ~:... : :;:::::-:~~ :..~:
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
ifyou've tried all the otherdiets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet That is. ifyou really do want to lose 20 pounds in two "leeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
SendonlySlO.00($1050 for Rush Service)- to: SUmQulll,P.O.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden. ID 83835. Don't order unless you want [fJ i::J,e 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. © J.990
How long did it take?
Our parents in their
onslaught of material
security
(a beneignattack of
blankets to keep us warm)
How long did their care
take?
To bind our eyes from
desires,
To tear our dreams down.
To make us realize we
need blankets
To keep us warm
And tattoos are
decorations that last
about a week
With a sparkle and glow
that fades 'til you need
A pierced ear, a new
dress, another pair of
shoes
Or some blankets to keep
you warm.
A pierced ear, a new
dress, another pair of
shoes
And 3 tattoos will keep
her warm she says
3 tattoos will fulfill her
dreams
The sages say beware your
dreams
They may come true (It's
no news, but--)
Did we ever want them in
the first place?
She says 3 new tattoos
will keep her warm
But we know they'll
barely sate her
Hunger til next week
HARRY STONE
Red, the willows weep,
long expanses of unbroken
life,
lost to seething monitors
of doom.
Finding wet corruptions
of bliss
the stranger crawls,
toward sheltering boulder
of milled sleep.
lost behind hopes of logic,
he peers into the depths
of far horizons.
Standing, the observer is
trapped in his role,
losing humanity to the
deception of objectivity.
Poetry
Corner
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Smoking Issue Heats Up at Nova
and
decide
to live
contlnuned from page 1
,any major problems with
organizations complying
with the Clean Air Act,"
comments Mr. Green.
Helen Graham,
Director of Human
Resources, was very upset
because HRS had to call this
incident to Nova's attention.
'There is an
internal procedure to follow
if an employee has a
-complaint, " she said.
"It was not
followed in this incident and
II was very disturbed by
this," continued Ms.
Graham.
As a smoker
herself, Mrs. Graham is
aware of the issue and
stressed that Frank
DePiano,Dean of the School
of Psychology, is trying to
mediate between the two
populations.
She also sees a
_trend to ban smoking by
'citing thaC certain trailers
on campus have voluntarily
gone smoke free.
"People may be
unhappy about it, but they
are complying," states Ms.
Graham.
She also stated that
smoking is allowed in
common areas as
prescribed by the law, "but
the lounge in Mailman gets
crowaed and a cloud of
smoke pervades the air."
The stair landings
also attract smokers.
After the call from
HRS, Mrs. Graham asked
that all smoking in the
lounge be suspended until
further notice.
Signs have been
continued from page 1
project were very upset at
the fact that they were not
approached nor aware of
this "other" recycling
project. The faculty would
have wanted to help and be
a part of the effort that the
students had taken upon
themselves. They were also
upset that the Nov. 19
memo presented a
'University'-wide
agreement when in fact
they had no idea of the
project They finally agreed
to present a
recycling/ecological
awareness program
proposal to the Academic
Council and had the students
posted and monitors are in
the area.
To date, she has
had no complaints.
However, the fact
that someone spoke up
about the smoking problem
in certain areas of Nova had
Dr. John Malouff, a
professor in the Behavioral
Sciences Program of Nova
College, excited.
He is on a personal
crusade to make Nova
students, faculty and staff
aware of non-smoking
areas and the dangers of
smoking.
Dr. Malouff is
joined by others in the
opinion that smoke is
bothersome.
Smoking is
permitted in private
offices, but not in Nova
hallways, elevators or
lounges.
Dr. Malouff simply
wants to see some signs put
up in the non-smOking
areas.
Dr. Malouff states
that "smoking causes
cancer and respiratory
problems for not just
smokers, but those around
them."
"It also gets into
the air vents and circulates
around the building.
It hurts eyes
(especially those that wear
contact lenses) and it
makes your clothes stink."
Even though he does
not always catch people
smoking in Parker, Dr.
Malouff claims that he can
smell it and see the smoke
coming from the lounge on
postpone their efforts until
the almighty Nova
University approval was
handed down.
So, you may ask,
who won? In my opinion, no
one won. Why? Simply
because soda cans are still
thrown out, students are
not aware of recycling
efforts, papers are still
being thrashed and no
education of an overall
ecological awareness is
being offered. (Except the
Liberal Studies Circle
-Nature's Planet.") I
believe that the main
problem between students
and faculty in this situation
the second floor of Parker.
Dr. Malouff points
lout that the garbage cans
Ihave ashtrays on top of
lthem.
He may tell
lstudents that smoking is not
'allowed in the hallway, but
'their response- is, "Then
'why is this ashtray here?"
The same garbage
cans are in the bathroom
hence, the same smoking
problem.
Dr. Malouff also
finds it appalling that
smokers put out their
cigarettes in the plants in
the lounge.
Smokers should
also beware that the sofas
in the lounge are flammable
and so are the rugs.
Dr. Malouff hopes
for a stronger effort to
reinforce the rules, but he
gets the feeling that
smoking may be completely
banned in some of the Nova
buildings.
Dr. Philip DeTurk,
Dean of Nova College, is in
the process of taking steps
to enforce the smoking
rules after a faCUlty
meeting brought up the
issue.
According to Dr.
Joe Lakovitch, Dean of
Academic and Student
Services, and Dr. Malouff,
the trend being exhibited by
local hospitals and other
colleges (e.g., BCC) is to
completely ban smoking
inside buildings.
However, before
making any definite
decisions about the smoking
issue, Dr. Joe Lakovitch is
is a lack of communication.
It seems that the particular
students involved were led
to believe that they did
have the authority to
establish a program when,
in reality, they did not.
But, at least they got the
recycling program working.
The got it to actually
happen.
I understand the
faculty being upset and
wanting to be a part of it,
but I also feel that instead
of postponing the students
efforts or trying to take
over the program, that
they should have taken the
students impetus and have
circulating a questionnaire
to faCUlty and staff to get a
better idea of how to tackle
the problem.
He has been
assigned to do the research
for a task force
investigating the smoking
issue.
"Before we make
any decisions we need to
find out what we are
dealing with.
We· don't know if we
have 2% smokers or 60%
smokers," states Dr.
Lakovitch.
One of the questions
concerns whether a free
smoking cessation class
would be effective.
"I'm also talking to
BCC in order to see how
they came to their decision
and its implementation,"
comments Dr. Lakovitch.
He has also looked
into how our insurance
rates may go down if we do
ban smoking.
He also points out
that the dorms will most
likely not be included in any
ban since they won't be able
to have 24 hour monitors.
However, Dr.
Lakovitch adds that housing
does not force smokers and
nonsmokers to live
together.
Smokers
nonsmokers can
whether they want
together or apart.
tried to come together in an
agreement so that Nova
University could join the
ranks of UM, FlU and FAU
who already have well
established recycling
programs.
Neither the
students nor faculty are to
blame. Rather, I applaud
their efforts, but not their
results. Enough of the
bureaucracy and let's just
DO IT! Let's make sure all
Nova's paper is recyclable,
that we use
environmentally safe
substances, that all cans
are recycled, that paper is
one-sided and recyclable
Student Comment:
Sides of War
By Ruth R;ano
War is the condition
which we must endure.
Some might see war as
necessary, while others
find it inexcusable. Some
say war is a necessity; A
stand which defines a
country and overrules
unfairness. Others say war
is .. a genocide of innocent
people; a shedding of young,
brave blood.
Does it achieve a
purpose?
War, to me, is
negativeness, but yet a
unification of those
involved. We the people on
the homefront unify with
those who are fighting for
the cause. We try to
sympathize with their
suffering families here at
home. While joining hands
there is a ray of hope
glimmering in our eyes. A
sense of togetherness.
However, war
means asking questions
. such as "When is daddy
coming home?" "Will my
newborn get to meet his
daddy?" Not only are
questions asked but pleas
also ring out. "God, please
protect my one and only son
from the perils of war,"
and "Please let it end soon."
I cannot help but
feel sorrow every time a
person I know is leaving and
giving in to war. However
even though we may not
agree with the policy or the
war, we must support our
troops, since they are
fighting for a cause. They
are fighting to maintain long
term Deace!
and recycled, that classes
and seminars and programs
enhance the student
awareness of ecology. If we
are not destroyed by the
Middle East crisis, then we
will destroy ourselves with
our own garbage. Let's just
take action now, not 'next
year.'
AAA AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR ALL \VORKGUARANTEED --.
Foreign and Domestic
Cars & Trucks
Lowest priees on all major ale
repairs. (Compressor, dryer,
evaporator)
Located 1 mile Ea;! c: University .
474·6660
1 ISIal. Rd ~
l c5 ) I ~ ;z. "~~I--f:
~ ~ l',,,,,,[),
c.. :J I
C!~j
II
Are you tired of'tbe All-American rip Clft'wben
it eomet to auto repein or even being II01d
when you didn\ oeed or parts yOG did not get?
Then why not try AM Auto Repair and we11
sbow you what you need and what should be
done and won't surprlle you afterwards.
_...•....•.•..........,
Ale Service :
I$12.95 •Check aU belt. :
• Check hOletl • AdJ, ale belt :
•Charfe system • IneLup to 1 :
Lb.JreoD. Wftloa,.2/28/91 :
,.....••...••...•.....•
\:0'
l:::j:.,ji:.;
~'I~I"i
I . -- 2128191" ,fi!:!l!ltE;<e.lii~~~J.!11Ii
FRIE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY TO AND FROM YOUR HOME!
2011 S.W. 70 Ave., Bldg. A, Bay 1, Davie, FL . Ask for Don Glasser (owner)
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INTRAMURAL UPDATE INTRAMURAL UPDATE
\V()~II~N
participants have a good
time. Their goal is to make
intramurals a part of
students' everyday life.
On February 12,
1991, the Second Annual
fable Tennis Tournament
will take place. Last year's
singles champion was Alex
'Mallory. Last years
doubll'ls male champions
were -Paul Sohmer and
George Gobea.
Last year's season
went very well and it was
amazing to watch all the
teams trying for their last
chance to get on the fun-
filled cruise. We hope this
'year's season will be even
better and we look forward
to seeing all the first place
teams on the Cruise of
Champions. For all
students, staff, and faculty
members having' any
questions, feel free to call
Jen Vossellor or Dean
Moran at 452-1400.
W/I.D.
W/I.D.
Presently, the
latest event: Intramural
Bowling is experiencing the
same success as Volleyball,
and Football.
,Intramurals have
become very big during the
last two years. Brad
Williams and his staff have
worked hard to make sure
everything goes smoothly,
and to see that all
R.,. SI6R.,. S25
R-..$40
To recap those
seasons, *One Day Late* led
by Rob Suydam, won the
intramural volleyball
season. The next sport was·
Football. The *Motley
Crew*, led by Rich Doran,
had an outstanding and
undefeated season. They
won *The Ant Bowl* by
defeating *No Sweat* for
the title.
Meln's lBasketbali Results
I: 1990-91 Season
11/17/90 Florida Institute Of Technology L 65-109
11/19/90 Queens L 77-96
11/23/90 Plattsburgh W 74-71
11/24/90 Wingate L 66-90
11/30/90 South. Tech. L 36.62
12/01/90 High Point L 64'-101
12/04/90 Miami Christian W 77-74
12/08/90 Eckerd L 77-109
12/12/90 Florida Atlantic University L 72-93
01/02/91 Purdue-Calum L 77-86
01/03/91 Skidmore W 69-67
01/05/91 Southern Maine L 71-87
I 01/09/91 Rhode Island W 87-7401/12/91 Palm Beach Atlantic *W 80-76
01/16/91 St. Thomas *L 92-98
01/19/91 Florida Memorial *W 77-75
01/22/91 Florida Atlantic University L 54-105
01/25/91 Webber College * L 62-73
01/26/91 Warner Southern *L 82-96
WINILOSS RECORD as of 01128/91: 6-13
* Conference Total: 2-3
474-6655
P.ROG.RgSS/V£ & .INNOVAT.fV£
Hairstyling
For The
90's
STUDENT SPECIALS
BuzzCuts
Haircut & Style
Full Set of Nails
$10
$15
W/I.D. $30
Don't forget to present that Student 1.0.111111
By Dean J. Moran
Intramural Sport. Director
The 1991
Intramural basketball
season tipped off on
Tuesday, January 22. The
teams played with a high
level of intensity to give
their first impressions, and
establish themselves as a
dominant force. There are
nine teams this season that
are all determined to
secure themselves a spot
on the second annual
*Cruise of Champions.*
Last year's winner
was the Brewers, led by
their manager, Tom Von'
Aachen. This year's
season -promises to be even
more exciting, as Brad
Williams, the Director of
Student Life, made
.arrangements to have lights
installed. The first night
game was played and all
team members enjoyed
·themselves.
This year's
referees are Raybell Lopez,
,Brian Morris, Craig Smith,
Teves Bush, Bob
De.!.Itschman, and Brad
Williams. They are all very
enthusiastic, and hope for
the same success that the
Volleyball, Football, and
Bowling seasons enjoyed.
i\'11~N
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We c8rry a full
l1ne of mastey
productsn Paris ALSO
We Accept
tVISA ~
Nova STAFF D8Ys
Tues. & Wed.
20'" Off ANY Servicell
2863 S. UniverSity D
Shoppes of Rol11ng H
Between Scendln8vhl
8. 1:"1 restons.
-l
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65-109
77-96
74-71
66-90
36·62
64-101
77-74
77-109
72·93
77-86
69-67
71·87
87-74
80-76
92-98
77-75
54-105
62-73
82-96
-'.
.,.--
'•
TH.EBEARER 0.£ THIS
alUPOHIS.EHTITL.ElJ
1YJOREFRE.E 11'.EEX
ATDURBRANJ)HEF
1YJTAL B.EALTBARJ)
.£ITHE.S:S'.FACILITYI.!
Expirfs 2/28/91
We Accept
.,. TallDillg 5al0•
.. Karate Instruction
.. Mells II Womens lIutritioa II
.. Personalized Weight Traiaiug
• JUdo
,. 30.000 Sq. Pt.
til Aft'obics " ,
,. Step Classes ,iii
.. Raquetball .,
.. Morning St retch Classes
FREE WEEK(with coupon)
Florida Institute Of Technology L
Queens L
Plattsburgh W
Wingate L
South. Tech. L
High Point L
Miami Christian W
Eckerd L
Florida Atlantic University L
Purdue-Calum L
Skidmore W
Southern Maine L
Rhode Island W
Palm Beach Atlantic * W
St. Thomas * L
Florida Memorial * W
Florida Atlantic University L
Webber College * L
Warner Southern * L
3/20 -3/2 2 Florida International University
54 Holes TBA
3/1 4-3/1 7 Embry Riddle Aeronautical Universiij
54 Holes Cypress Knoll Golf Course
3/03-3/06 Lehigh Acres
54 Holes Mirror Lakes Golf Course
2/24-2/26 Brevard Community College
54 Holes Rockledge Golf Course
2/15·2/17 Florida International University
54 Holes Fountainbleau Golf Course
Men's Golf Tournament Schedule
Spring 1991
WIN/LOSS RECORD as of 01/28/91: 6-13
* Conference Total: 2·3
. ,~.,..... ; • ~;g, Co .. ~. -"-~~·.j7 * $d. '
11/17/90
11/19/90
11/23/90
11/24/90
11/30/90
12/01/90
12/04/90
12/08/90
12/12/90
01/02/91
01/03/91
01/05/91
01/09/91
01/12/91
01/16/91
01/19/91
01/22/91
01/25/91
01/26/91
Wed-Fri
Thur-Sun
Sun-Wed
Sun-Tue
Fri-Sun
I Sun-Tue 4/28-4'-~0 Districts-St. Augustine's
Men's Basketball Results
1990-91 Season
HOURS:
a; "
The Nova- Knight
r-l---===-----------------:-.-:".-~1
CALL
tet\\ef rODAY II
"", at'" f"ne
SS 4-70....0000
7777 s.w. 39th St.
In back of the
Post Office~
SHAPE YOUR DESTINY!
'. ~,
-. :.
The Curl Bar
FULL MENU AVAILAILE
WEEKLY DRINK SPECIAL
PRIVATE PARTIES
SPORTS
NOVA UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S TENNIS SCHEDULE
1990-1991
DATE OPPONENT HOMEI TIME
AWAY
01/23/91 Broward Community College A 2:30pm01/30/91 St. Thomas H 3:00pm02/05/91 Miami Dade North H 3:00pm02/06/91 Miami Dade South H 3:00pm'02/07/91 Miami Dade NWC A .3:30pm'02/09/91 Florida International University A 10:30pm02/12/91 Barry University A 3:30pm02/16/91 Webber College A 12:00pm02/17/91 Tampa A 1:OOpm02/18/91 St. Leo College A 2:00pm02/28/91 St. Thomas A 3:00pm03/04/91 College of Boca Raton A 3:00prr;03/05/91 Miami Dade NWC H 3:00pm03/06/91 Miami Dade North A 3:00pm03/07/91 Barry University H 3:30pm03/13/91 Broward Community College H 2:30pm03/18/91 St. Thomas A 3:30pm03/20/91 N.W. State (LA) H 3:30pm04/01/91 Miami Dade South A 3:00pm04/06/91 Webber College H 11:00pm
04/11/91 - of Boca Raton H 3:000n
.
:I
5100,4_0'''- Unlimited Club Usage
. Inoluding Raquetball
~allFor You;Personalized Training Appointment
I
I AVAILABLE Mon. - Fri. 68.m. - 11 p.m.Sat. - Sun. 88.m. - 7p.m.6 months for $60 Weight lifti ng Available, 11 mited ti me onllJ, Davie residents onl y.
------
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WHEN YOUR FINISHED BOWLING, VISIT §
OUR SPORTS BAR. LISTEN AND DANCE )/
TO YOUR FAVORITE TUNES WITH OUR
D.J. SPINNING RECORDS. ALSO FEATUR'NG 1/
OUR LIVE BAND. ~
[Qj[E[E~ [Bj(Q)~~:,U~®J ~
S 9SfJ
PRESEnTS
PITCHERS WHILE
YOUIOWL
EVERY TUESDAY AND THURSDAY
10PM - 2AM
JIIJIpreJenlgDlIrnOVAtD.
PDr IlJeJe greol deovII
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* No age limit for bowling, must be 21 ':Iears or older to purchase bur. - 'vie 1.0.
::::::.. .JY;.=:::.:'3=~=::::2:::.,L.t~~-- .....
2 (or 1 SPECIAL
BO':...·.:rJ a Q'arne at Reg',,_, 1_,
f--r'l ~ ~. ,-,' .'. I- ["1~··...... '-"':1- ['["J ~,_.l 1._" ~) ~.t' ,_ e j;.t .=.' r::
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WHERE THE 6000 TIMES ROLL
5325 S. University Drive Between Griffin Be Stirling Roads 434-9663
FE 2,EiflIND YOU NOT 111 DRINK &: DRIV.E
FREE BILLIARDS
r;, b ":;" F(I r, (II',lE H(IlJ~'r I I J 'J 1\ '~ ,_. '~ ro.!
I:~ET 2NI:l HC!l.JF: FF~EE.
I'·.,h)lL - Fr i. qant - 7JU"I"!.
